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From: Jim Hagenbarth
To: Mohr, Jason
Subject: [EXTERNAL] PD0006 Comments
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:30:10 AM
Attachments: WATER POLICY INTERIM COMMITTEE Comments 9-8-20.docx


Dear Jason:


Would you please include my attached comments on the bill draft related
to weather modification and control statutes (PD0006) for the
Committee's perusal. Thanks for all the time and effort you and Cori and
the rest of your staff have put into this weather modification issue.


Sincerely,


Jim Hagenbarth
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WATER POLICY INTERIM COMMITTEE


Room 172, State Capitol Building


October 8, 2020


Public Comment


Jim Hagenbarth











Dear Members of the Water Policy Interim Committee:





Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the proposed weather modification legislation as well as the amendments proposed by the DNRC. I’ve outlined my comments below and am more than happy to continue a dialogue or answer any questions that you might have.





I did not think that Mathew Nielson from Risk Management Solutions was very familiar with the latest research in regard to cold season cloud seeding. I would recommend that the committee request information from an insurance expert from Weather Modification International who can answer some questions about the cost of a million dollar policy, what specifics go into determining the risk and associated costs, and address Representative Glimm’s questions on coverage per occurrence or aggregate and the unattended consequences of a cloud seeding project. With the advancement in cloud seeding technology, its stellar record over the last few years, and the fact that Montana’s legislation will require a well run operation by a WMA certified meteorologist using suspension guidelines to prevent seeding at inappropriate times or on snow packs that exceed a time specific predetermined  percentage of average, the risk of any serious damage will be realistically limited.





 I think the DNRC’s input was extremely helpful. MEPA is the law in Montana and the initial legislation was passed before MEPA became a reality to be considered. All of us know that a weapon used by obstructive activists is stopping projects that did not follow MEPA/NEPA procedure. I believe it is wise to follow the DNRC suggestion to go through and not around the MEPA process. I would hope that the initial project would not need an EIS after an adequate EA analysis and would serve as a template for other projects. If an EIS is required, we may get DNRC to sponsor a pilot project which may lead to a programmatic EIS that would help other projects in the future. It has always been my experience that an agency sponsored project goes along with a much simpler EIS analysis. What we hope is that the DNRC does their homework and uses the current studies and experiences of record to educate objectors who often do not do the research on their own. I would agree with the DNRC amendment #1. The use  of an EIS in regard to covering any new weather modification technologies is wise because new legislation would not have to be developed, only an EIS (if necessary).





The DNRC amendment #2 which gives applicants more time only makes good sense. The #3 amendment of a million dollar policy is also appropriate and should demonstrate greater responsibility for a well run program. The dialogue in the first paragraph speaks to the insurance issue. The issue of “per occurrence” and/or aggregate damages speaks to the severity of any damages and is the business of the insurer/insured, not the legislature. “What are the unintended consequences” is an unknown and makes it extremely difficult to calculate risk and/or premium cost. Insurance probably is the simplest way to cover liability but there may be other ways to insure financial responsibly of the operators if insurance is too high. There are several examples in the final WIPC report on individual state programs.





Thanks,





Jim Hagenbarth







